Unit Survey - Feedback on comments – Semester 1 – 2014/15

MATH20401 - Cotter /Assier

- Online tests a big hit - this is great news, and we will continue with these in future years
- Almost everyone said that it was great to have biweekly tests as it helped them keep on top of the material of what is a difficult module. Student engagement was hugely improved from last year, where we did not have regular online tests.
- Some students said the coursework tests were too easy and/or a good way to get easy marks. Reflecting on this, we could maybe make some of the questions slightly harder for next year.
- Two students claimed that the assessment version of the test was ALWAYS the same as the first practise version they did. Thanks for this - we will ensure that this does not happen for future years.
- There were some complaints regarding a particular member of staff in charge of tutorials. In the future, we will encourage the students not to wait until the end of the year to report such disappointment to the lecturers.

We were both pleased with the overall feedback to our lecturing

Thank you.